We present a model of parallel computation, the parameterized task graph, which is a compact, problem size independent, representation of some frequently used directed acylic task graphs. Techniques automating the construction of such a representation, starting from an annotated sequential program are proposed. We show how to represent the computational load for each node and the communication volume for each edge in a problem size independent way. Last, we describe related work and techniques required in order to generate local data structures, computation code and communication code.
Introduction
Today, it is possible to automatically generate efficient scheduled code for message passing machines but currently available tools, such as Pyrros [24] require that the source program is expressed as static directed acyclic task graph. In such systems, it is the user's responsibility to construct the task graph by analyzing his program. He has to define tasks, compute the associated computational load, find dependences between tasks and determine the associated communication volume. He also has to provide the source code and the local data structures for each task type. This may be tedious and error prone for real life applications.
In this paper we first present a model of parallel computation, the parameterized task graph, which is a compact, problem size independent, representation of some frequently used directed acylic task graphs. Next, we propose techniques automating the construc-*This work was supported in part by the Eureka Eurotops project and the EEC Human Capital Mobility MAP project.
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tion of such a representation, starting from an annotated sequential program.
These techniques are integrated in a prototype of a frontend analyzer automating this work for computeintensive kernels found in numerical scientific applications. Most of these modules have a static control flow with only restricted forms of DO-loops [lo] and IF-THEN-ELSE statements. This enables us to use compile-time techniques in order to collect the information needed by the task graph construction. In our system the user annotates his application source code with simple task definition directives. Then, the system automatically derives all the informations needed by scheduled code generators: source code and computational load associated with each task type, dependences and associated communication volume between tasks instances. All these informations are computed in a symbolic form as functions of the problem size parameters. Hence, the program analysis has not to be done for each possible values of the problem parameters. If the scheduled code generator requires that the task graph should be explicitly constructed then, given the exact problem size parameter values, the system is able to construct it. We hope that future backends will be able to schedule and generate code by only exploiting the symbolic knowledge provided by the parameterized task graph.
The proposed model has many features. It is possible to automatically translate a restricted and annotated sequential program into constructs of the model. Moreover, many important properties of the program can be automatically deduced. Last, the model is expressive enough to represent frequently used communications and computations. We conjecture that the model is a good candidate to serve as an intermediate form in parallelization tools because we think that it is possible to express optimizations such as scheduling, tiling, overlapping the communications by the computations, and array privatization in this framework.
Section 2 presents some notations. Section 3 presents the parameterized task graph model. Section 4 shows how such a model may be automatically derived from a sequential program. Section 5 shows how important information on the nodes and the edges of the graph, namely the computational load and communication volume, may be automatically derived and evaluated in a problem size independent way. Section 6 presents related work and provides numerous references. Last, we conclude by presenting our future work.
Notations
and preliminaries const n = 5 real a(n,n+i) TW) for k = I to n-l do task /*Ti*/ for 1 = k + I to n do a(l,k)=a(l,k) /a(k,k) /*Sl* endfor endtask for j = k + I to n+l do task /*T2*/ for i = k + I to n do a(i,j)=a(i,j>-a(k,j> *a(i,k)/*S2*/ endfor endtask endfor endfor 
The input program model
Variable data types will be restricted to scalar types, integers and reals for example, and ndimensional arrays of these scalar types. The only control structure we will consider is a static form of the FOR-loop. The only simple statements will be variable assignments. A task specification construct is also provided. The user (or an automatic preprocessor) may use it in order to group statements into atomic execution units. Hence, a task is nothing else than a set of statements. Figure 1 shows the source program for the kji form of Gaussian Elimination in which two tasks Tl and Tz are defined.
We will assume that any valid input program complies with the following rules. Task constructs cannot be nested. Every assignment statement is lexically included in a task construct. Loop counter names and parameter names may not be used as the left hand side of an assignment. Array subscript expressions and FOR-loop bound expressions are integer-valued afline functions of program parameters, integer constants and enclosing loop indices.
Notations and definitions
1 2 1 will denote the dimension of vector 2. xi,,j is the subvector of z built from components i to j. xi is a shorthand for xi,.i.
The specific execution of a statement will be called a statement instance or an operation.
Generally, a statement enclosed in some loops will be executed several times, giving rise to many statement instances. In our input language, the only repetitive construct is the FOR-loop. Assume that a statement 5' has n surrounding loops L1, . .., L, and that the loop counter of Li is xi. Hence, an instance of statement S is uniquely defined by S(Z), h w ere x is the value of the column vector (21, . . . . x,)~ for that operation. We call x the iteration vector of the statement S. itv(S) denotes the iteration vector of S. For each S the function domain(S) returns the set of all the possible values of the iteration vector x of S. This set will be called the iteration domain of S.
A n dimensional integer polyhedron P is the set (2 ( x E lY, AZ 2 b}, where A and b are respectively a matrix and a vector with integer coefficients. In our case, all iteration domains are bounded polyhedra. 1 P ( denotes the dimension of the polyhedron P. proj(P, m, n) denotes a projection of the polyhedron P such that proj(P, m, n) = {x,.., 1 z E P}. We extend the notion of iteration vectors and iteration domain to tasks and we will use the term task instance to designate a specific task execution T(t). Note that a task instance is nothing else than a set of operations. task(S) denotes the enclosing task of a statement S. vcalc(T(t)) denotes the arithmetic cost of task instance T(t). We will assume that ,for any statement S vcalc(S) > 0. vcomm((Tr(tr), Tz(t2))) denotes the number of data items sent by task instance Tl(tl) to task instance Tz(t2).
<< will denote the nonstricl teztual order (the order in which statements appear in the program text). first(T) denotes the first statement of a task T (with respect to the order <) and last(T) denotes the last. 5'1 < Sz will denote the fact that operation 5'1 executes before operation S2, with respect to the sequential execution order of the program. Tl + T2 will denote the fact that task instance Tl executes before task instance Tz, with respect to the partial order of execution induced by the program task graph.
Task definitions
A task T is defined by its task name T, its iteration vector denoted by itv(T), and its two delimiting statements first(T) and last(T).
A statement S is included in task T iff first(T) < S < last(T) and it will be denoted S E T.
Let n =) itv(T) I. A task definition is valid iff (1) first(T) << last(T), (2) VS E T,itv(S)l.., = itv(T), (3) either 1 itv(first(T)) I= n or I itv(first(T)) I> n and in that case for all S such that S @ T, 1 itv(S) I> n and itv(S)l,., = itv(T) we have itv (S) ,+l # itv(first(T)),+l and (4) the same condition as (3) holds for last(T). These four conditions ensure that task opening and closing and loop opening and closing are correctly nested.
We will assume that, in a valid program, each statement S is included in a task T = task (S) . Thus, each operation S(s) is included in a task instance task(S(s)) = T(sl..,) If itv(T) = 0 the only task instance of task T will be denoted T. 3 The parameterized task graph
Hypotheses
A parameterized task graph is a set of statement definitions (iteration vector, englobing task, enclosing loop bounds), a set of task definitions (iteration vector, first and last statement) and a set of communication rules (a detailled presentation follows).
Optimizing the constructed parameterized task graph is beyond the scope of this paper. Hence, we make two hypotheses. First, we do not address computation replication. See Kruatrachue and El-Rewini [14] or Colin and Chretienne [6] for an attempt to lift this restriction. Second, the memory requirement of the parameterized task graph execution should be of the same order as the one of the sequential execution. In particular, we do not perform array privatization P7, 71.
Reception rules
In the following R and S are task names; f~, fs and fo are affine functions; AR This reception rule should be read as follows: "Let r be an element of PR, then t,ask instance R(r) receives data in parallel from all task instances {S(fs(s))
I s E Ps(r)}. All the data items
are sent along the edge (S(fs(s)), R(r))". F'g 1 ure 6 shows the rrception rules found for the Gaussian Elimination.
There are special reception rules, called synchronization rules, that have the following syntax:
where W E {ANTI, OUTPUT} is a synchronization identifier. Such rules only ensure that some dependences are respected, they do not specify any data transfer.
Partial reception graphs Let R be a task name and 2 E domain(R). Then recv( R( x)) is the set of rules headed by {R(r)
I r E PA} t . . . such that 2 E Pk. For a particular value of r and for a particular rule i in recv(R(r)) 't . p 1 1s ossible to construct a DAG of depth 2 called a partial reception graph of R(r). In such a graph there is a node for the receiving and sending task instances and each data transferred: {R(r)} U (U SW;(P) S(fi(s))) " (Uq(T) Udqs) WfD))).
There is at least one edge for each sending and receiving task pair and for each transferred data and sending task pair: (UJEp~(,.)(S(f&(s)),
is simply the union of all the partial reception graphs for rules in recv(R(r)). An example of a program and its associated reception graph is shown in figure 3.
Emission rules
Emission rules have the same syntax as reception ones, only the direction of the arrow is inversed. There are also special emission rules, called synchronization rules. The emission rule {S(s) I s E Qs} -+ {R(fR(r)) I r E &R (S) 
should be read as follows: "Let s be an element of Qs, then task instance S(s) sends data in parallel to all task instances {R(fR(r))
I r E QR(s)}.
All the data items {M(fD(d))
I d E QD(T)} are sent along
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3.5
From reception rules to task graph Now, given a set of reception rules as input, we show how to construct the corresponding task graph. We use the macro-dataflow iasli model of execution. A task instance receives all input in parallel before starting execution, executes to completion without interruption, and immediately sends the output to all successor task instances in parallel. This model has also been used in many recent works [24, 12, The previous algorithm and some reception rule properties presented in the next section ensure that either the graph is connected or the graph is empty; if the graph is not empty, then it is a DAG with a least two nodes, the input and the output one which are respectively the only entry node and the only exit node. Moreover the graph is simple.
Note that in the general case, scanning domain(R) and Pi(x) is not an easy task. But it is possible to construct automatically a nested loop sequence [5] automating this work.
The abstract execution model
Now, given a set of reception rules as input, we will assume that each processor has an ordered list of task instances that it has to execute, that the execution order is compatible with a topological execution of the DAG, that all the communications are made by reading and writing a global shared memory and that tasks instances are able to send signals to (or to await signals from) other task instances.
The pseudo-code for each processor executing the task graph is the following: extract from the task list the first task T(X) build the set of all reception rules Recv such that ViERecv,T=R'andXEPk Vi E Recv and Vs E Pi(X) wait for a signal from
build the set of all the emission rules Send such that Vi E Send, T = S' and X E Q's Vi E Send and Vr E &k(X) send a signal to R'(fk(r)) iterate until the task list is empty 4 Rule system construction In this section we propose techniques automating the construction of the communication rule set, starting from an annotated sequential program.
Flow, anti and output dependences
There is a dependence between operations R(r) and S(s) only if both operations reference variable M, if at least one of the references is a write, if R(r) + S(s) and if M is not written between the execution of R(r) and S(s). There are three kinds of dependences based on the type of the reference. It is a flow dependence if R writes M and S reads it, an anti dependence if R reads M and S writes it and it is an output dependence if both R and S write M. Each dependence is characterized by an integer, the dependence depth If anti and output dependences are not respected by the parallel version of the program then it is not possible to use the same variables as in the sequential version and replication of variables will be needed at the cost of an increase of the memory space requirement which contradicts our hypotheses.
Such dependences are generally computed by a two step method [lo] . First, one has to compute the socalled direct dependences: for a fixed S and a candidate R at depth d express that R(r) and S(s) both reference variable M and that R(r) 4 S(s) at depth d as a parametric linear integer program where the components of itv(R) are parameters and the components of itv(S) are unknowns. Then s is the lexico graphic maximum of the set of feasible points, that is the last operation satisfying the constraints. This linear program is solved by using parametric linear programming techniques, see [9] . Then it is necessary to combine the direct dependences together because some of them may hide others, at least partially. A presentation of dependences analysis techniques is beyond the scope of this paper. Most recent works deal with exact flow dependences analysis but these methods, Feautrier's algorithm [lo] for example, may be easily modified for computing anti and output dependences .
In this paper, we will only assume that the result of dependence analysis may be represented as degenerate reception rules {R(r) 1 r E PR} + {S( fs (r))} : {M(fD(r))) or {R(r) 1 r E PR) + {s(fs(r))} ! W
where W E {ANTI, OUTPUT}.
Note that for such rules each task is a statement, and thus each task instance is an operation. Moreover, for a particular operation R(r), for each RHS reference M(fD(r)) there is an unique operation S(fs(r)) that writes the corresponding value. Such rules are called dependence rules, or simply dependences.
In order to process the constructed task graph it is generally useful to ensure that it is connected and that it has only one entry node and one exit node. For this purpose, two artificial tasks are automatically added before the dependence analysis to the program given by the user: T-INPUT is a task that write all the variables and T-0 UTP UT is a task that read them all. T There are only two types of dependences: intratask dependences are such that Vr E &,task(R(r)) = task(S(fs(r))), and intertask dependences are such that Vr E &,task(R(r)) # task(S(fs(r))). Intertask dependences involve communication operations between task instances, it is not the case for intratask dependences.
If task(R) # task(S), then Vr E PR, task(R(r)) # task(S(fs(r)))
(intertask), else task(R) = task(S) = T. Let n = depth(fs) and m =I itv(T) I. Then, either -m = 0 and then there is only one task instance for task T and thus task(R(r)) = task(S(fs(r))) (intratask), -or n < m and then Vr E f'~,rl..~ # fs(r)l..m, and thus task(R(r)) # task(S(fs(r))) (intertask), -or n > m and then Vr E PR, rl..m = fs(r)l.., and thus task(R(r)) = ta.sk(S(fs(r))) (intratask).
Thus, rules corresponding to intratask dependences may be safely ignored when building the reception rules.
However, one still needs to address the problem of transforming a dependence such as {R'(r) I r E PA} + {S'(f's(r))} : As we will see in the next section, such a projection is usually not enough to build a well behaved rule.
Note that the constructed graph has no cycle. Let T(t) be a task instance. The task definition ensures that if S1, Sa E T(t) and S1 4 .
S'a 4 SZ then & E T(t). This property and the dependence definitions ensure that a path into the constructed graph from T(t) to T'(P) may exist only if first(T(t)) 4 first(T(t')).
Hence, by contradiction, the constructed graph has no cycle. where the p x p matrix H is in HermiteLnormal form, by an unimodular matrix C.
This implies that B1
[ 1 and has full column rank.
Parametrized communication
In order to be able to associate a symbolic communication volume to a rule, we need to ensure that the partial reception graph of this rule is a simple directed acyclic graph, namely a tree. ' After the projection step described above the reception rule associated to T2 is (2'2) + {Tl(i + j) ) 1 5 i < n, 1 5 j 5 n} : {A(i + j)}.
In that case, the reception graph is a multigraph and it is not possible to associate a communication volume to We have to ensure that the situation shown in figures 4 and 5 cannot arise: the same data items are sent more than once along the same edge.
The situation shown in figure 5 cannot arise: the same data is received from two different tasks. But On the other hand, the situation shown in figure 4 may be prevented by using the same decomposition as above.
Generating the emission rules
By performing variable exchanges and by recomputing the bound for each new variable, by using for example the algorithms of [4], it is possible to derive the emission rule from the reception one. Figure 7 shows the emissions found for the Gaussian Elimination. 
W6)
Sometimes the dependence is not a&e but quasiaffine [9] . In that case fs(lc) contains a term g(z) t d, where + denotes integer division, g is an afl?ne function and d is a constant integer. For example, one of the two flow dependence rules between statements Sl and SZ of the program shown in the left part of figure 8 is {$(k) I 15 Ic 5 6) + {Sl(-le+2((k+1)+2)))} :
However, we are able to handle such a case by introducing a new parameter Q = g(z) + d, and q is uniquely identified by 0 5 g(x) -qd 5 d -1. Going back to our example, it is possible to rewrite the rule as follows: {L%(k) I 1 5 Ic 5 6) + {Sl(-lc + 2q) I 0 < k + 1 -2q 5 1) : {A(k)}.
Thus quasi-affine dependences may be handled in the same way. In this section the parameter vector t is a vector of nonnegative integers such that t E P,, and P, is a n-dimensional polyhedron (not a polytope in the general case). The volume V(P(.z)) of a parume2ric polybpe P(z) = {x I 2 E W,A x z + B x z 2 b} is the cardinality of P(z). We want to evaluate V(P(z)) in a problem size independent way.
There are two main difficulties when evaluating it: (1) this task involves symbolic computations over polynomials and (2) for some values of z some equations of P(z) may become unsatisfiable. This last reason implies that, in the general case, this volume cannot be expressed by an unique polynomial in z. It is possible to classify parametric polytopes according to the difficulty of evaluating their volume. Figure 9 shows an example of each type. We will call a parametric polytope P(Z) nondegenerate iff Vx E P(z),%, 1 5 i 5 n we have
where li(z),ui(z), l:(x1..i-1) and u:(xl,,i-l) are affine functions. Note that the meaning of "degeneracy" is not the one used in linear algebra. Such a concept was used by [17] Then,
The computation of V(P(z)) in a problem size independent way involves symbolically computing sums of polynomials. For the example of figure 9(b) we have V(P(z)) = ~;&uz+i+l= u2u1+u2+3u:+;?J1+1. If U, u', 1,l' are rational-valued then equation (2) is no more verified. Figure 9 (c) shows such a case. The effective volume is 7 and the evaluation of (2) gives 8. Tawbi [22] shows that the error may be kept small by adding appropriate constants to L(i) and U(i) before evaluating (2) . Thus th e resulting polynomial expression is still a good approximation of the volume. Assume that we have a symbolic manipulation package that enables US to express Cy,(&i, f(xi) where f(xi) is a polynomial in xi, as a polynomial in xi-l. As we will see soon, it solves one half of the problem.
Proceedings of the 28th Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences -1995 A parametric polytope is degenerate iff it is not nondegenerate. More precisely, P(Z) is degenerate if for some z E P(Z) inequality (1) is not verified. A very important fact is that we cannot use (2) as a reasonable approximation of V(P(z)).
A degenerate polytape ((4 j) I 11 5 i 5 211,12 -i + 11 I j I u2) is shown in figure 9 (d-f) with 11 = 2, u1 = 5 and ~2 = 5. The evaluation of (2) gives V,(P(z)) = Cy&l 212 -12 + i -11 + 1 = 30 -412. In figure 9(d) , 12 = 4 and V(P(z)) = V,(P(z)) = 14. In 9(e), 12 = 7 and V(P(z)) = 3 and Vt(P(z)) = 2. In 9(f), 12 = 8 and V(P(z)) = 1 and Vt(P(z)) = -2. In the general case, the error is not bounded.
The method
Tawbi has proposed an algorithm for iteration counting [22] . The results of Chamski in the field of loop nest generation may also be used in order to compute the volume of a polytope [5] . He has shown that a polyhedron P(Z) may be represented as a tree with nodes of the form (3), where 1 and u are rational-valued affine functions, xl..,, = z and x,+1,,,+, E P(Z). Such a node adds two constraints to the domain described by the current branch. If a node has more than one child, say two, then they are of the form (4) and (5), and they split the current branch into two incompatible domains. 
Once the tree is constructed by Chamski's method it is possible to associate with each leaf a nondegenerate parametric polytope Q(Z) c P(z) by projecting the polyhedron defined by the set of all the constraints found along the path from the root to the leave over x,+I..~+~.
Let Q'(r) be the polyhedron obtained by projecting the polyhedron defined by the set of all the constraints found along the path from the root to the leave over 11..~. Then, Q(Z) # 8 iff z E Q'(Z). These facts come directly from the tree construction algorithm.
Let's have a look at an example. Let z E {(m, 1) 1 m 2 1,l 2 1) and P(z) = {(i,j,k) 1 1 5 i 5 I,1 5 j 5 i, j 5 L 5 m}. The corresponding tree has three leaves. To each of them we associate the following non-degenerate polytopes &1(2),&2(z) and Qd. and for a given value of T E PR and s E Ps(r) the communication volume associated to the edge (Ws(s)h R(r)) is simply v(P~(s)).
Related work
Few work has been done on models for parallel computation that may be used as an intermediate representation for parallelization tools for distributed memory systems. One of the most used in the area of automatic parallelization is the Data Flow Graph (DFG).
[ll]. This model is fine grained and it is directly derived from dependence analysis.
Yang and Gerasoulis have designed a graph description language for their mapping and scheduling tool Pyrros [23, 241. In this system it is the user's responsibility to construct the task graph by analyzing his program. He has to define tasks, compute the associated computational load, find dependences between tasks and determine the associated communication volume.
He has also to provide the source code and the local data structures for each task type. From these specifications, the system is able to explicitly build a DAG corresponding to the parallel execution. Lo et al. [16, 151 h ave proposed Temporal Communication Graphs (TGC) as a model for mapping and scheduling. It integrates the DAG and the static pro cess graph models. The LaRCS language is used to describe TGCs graphs. This model 11;1s been used in the OREGAMI programming environ rnent. Rajopadhye [18] has designed the LACS lanp~~~l.ge for describing affine communications. Again, 111 !s model is line grained but it has many similarities with our model as it uses polyhedra and affine transformations for specifying the communication activities.
There are numerous mathematicirl works related to the material presented here. For an introduction see [21] . Feautrier has proposed an algorithm for solving parametric integer programs [9] . This method has been implemented into the PIP software.
A lot of work has been done in the dependence analysis area. We are only interested by exact dependences. Feautrier was a pioneer in this 6~~1~1 [lo] .
The parameterized task graph constructed by our method will result in efficient task graphs only if some optimizations are done in order to rewrite the sequential program in order to enable the parallelism hidden by output and anti dependences or by an inadequate loop nest structure. A solution to the first problem is array privatization [7] . The second problem may be solved by finding an appropriate schedule of the operations [ll] . The last problem is that the tasks should have sufficient granularity. As far as we know, only partial solutions exist, mainly by using data partitioning or tiling techniques [2, 131. Code and data structure generation techniques are also closely related to our system. Rajopadhye and Wilde [19] have studied the problem of allocating polytopes in memory in an efficient way with respect to memory space usage and access time. Chamski has studied the derivation of optimized data structures for single assignment programs [3] . Many work is done in the loop nest generation area. The first studies were done by Ancourt and Irigoin [l] . In recent work, the authors aim at generate such code efficiently [4] or they try to generate code with low overhead [5].
Conclusion
As far as we know, no tool incorporating all the parallelization steps, from sequential program analysis Proceedings of the 28th Annual Hawaii International Conference on System Sciences -1995 to parallel code generation, exist. The best attempt seems to be the Pyrros [24] tool. But Pyrros does not address the automatic derivation of DAG parallelism nor it is able to handle big sized problems.
The following two subjects are planned for future investigations.
We think that automating the task definition process is possible. This is a very important goal because it will ensure that the task system is parallel enough and that tasks have sufficient granularity without user intervention.
For loop parallelism, there is a regularity in task dependences. For such problems symbolic scheduling is able to build schedules independent of the problem size. This point is very important because the general purpose scheduling algorithms used by currently available tools are not able to handle very large problem sizes. In the same way it is possible to use symbolic methods in order to increase the granularity of the tasks. Thus hybrid schemes based both on symbolic and explicit methods are of great interest. We hope that future backends will be able to schedule and generate code by only exploiting the symbolic knowledge provided by our prototype.
In this paper we have presented a model of parallel computation, the parnmeterited task graph, which is a compact, problem size independent, representation of some frequently used directed acylic task graphs. We have proposed techniques automating the construction of such a representation, starting from an annotated sequential program. We have shown how to represent the computational load for each node and the communication volume for each edge in a problem size independent way.
